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Checkmate: Iran Defeats the US-Israeli Missile Defense Architecture. Scott Ritter

By Scott Ritter, April 17, 2024

By defeating the US-Israeli missile defense shield, Iran exposed the notion of US missile
defense supremacy that serves as the heart of US force protection models used when
projecting military power on a global scale.

Germany Buries the Evidence of Complicity in Gaza Genocide: Nicaragua Exposes It

By John Perry, April 17, 2024

Carlos Argüello, who led the case last week and many of its previous cases, said that
Nicaragua offered its expertise to Palestine and it had already joined in with South Africa’s
action. It had decided to target Germany, the second biggest supplier of arms to Israel,
because the US, the biggest supplier, is outside the court’s jurisdiction on this issue. 

What ‘Mysterious ICBM’ Did Russia Just Test Launch? Drago Bosnic

By Drago Bosnic, April 17, 2024

On  April  12,  2024,  the  Russian  Strategic  Missile  Forces  (RVSN)  test-fired  an  ICBM
(intercontinental ballistic missile) from the Kapustin Yar test site in the Astrakhan region
(oblast).  The  missile  hit  the  Sary  Shagan  testing  ground  in  Kazakhstan,  located
approximately 1,600 km to the east. Other than stating it’s an ICBM, RVSN didn’t reveal the
exact type of the missile it launched.
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By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, April 17, 2024

In Part 3, I explain David Rogers Webb’s conclusion that a massive financial crisis is pending
in  which  our  financial  assets  are  the  collateral  underwriting  the  derivative  and  financial
bubble and will result in the loss of our assets but leave us with our debts as happened to
those whose banks failed in the 1930s.

Not  in  Our  Name!  An  Angry  German  Voice  Speaks  Out  Against  the  German  Federal
Government’s Complicity in the Gaza Genocide

By Hermann Ploppa, April 17, 2024

Nicaragua’s accusation before the International Court of Justice is that Germany is actively
participating in the genocide committed by the Israeli armed forces in the Gaza Strip. And I
as a German learned in school that I have to resist when genocide is happening in front of
my eyes.

Pentagon Recognizes “Officially” that Israel is a Nuclear Power. Declassified Document

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, April 17, 2024

The Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA), an entity on contract to the US Department of
Defense released a previously  classified military  document which confirms Israel’s  nuclear
weapons program. This is  considered to be a landmark decision,  widely interpreted as
constituting  a  semi-official  recognition  by  the  US  Department  of  Defense  that  Israel  is  a
bona  fide  nuclear  power.

A Brief History of Kill Lists, From Langley to Israel’s AI System Called “Lavender”

By Medea Benjamin and Nicolas J. S. Davies, April 16, 2024

The Israeli online magazine +972 has published a detailed report on Israel’s use of an
artificial intelligence (AI) system called “Lavender” to target thousands of Palestinian men in
its bombing campaign in Gaza. When Israel attacked Gaza after October 7, the Lavender
system had  a  database  of  37,000  Palestinian  men with  suspected  links  to  Hamas  or
Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ). 
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